
EMR Overview

Sumavision’s Enhanced Multimedia Router (EMR) is a standard platform on which users
can realize all Digital TV head end functions. EMR is one rack-unit (1-RU) signal
processing platform with flexible card-insertion structure (6 slots). EMR can support “Any
input” (DVB-S/S2/ASI/IP/DS3/E3 and etc.), “Any processing”
(encoding/decoding/multiplexing/scrambling and etc.) and “Any output” (DVB-S/
S2/ASI/IP/DS3/E3 and etc.). EMR is available for any applications beyond your
imagination besides encoding, decoding, multiplexing, transcoding, modulating, etc.

HIGHLIGHTS

Specification Description
Security and
stability

System / Device / port / program / power five-level hot backup,
seamless switching with intelligent self-test.

Flexible
configuration

One hundred kinds of cards free intermixing, each EMR is a
customized solution.
(Including: encoding, transcoding, decoding, reception, adaptation,
multiplexing, scrambling, switching, and other modules).

Highly integration

Card performance rising, help EMR to achieve far more capacity
density than conventional equipment.
(For example: 1U achieve 24 satellite signals receive, 144
programs transcoding, 12 programs encoding, 72 QAM outputs,
etc.).

Easy operation
and maintenance

Simple Network with unified platform + highly integrated wiring =
simple operation and maintenance.

Simple
expansion

Upgrading and expansion only increase or replacement the shelf or
cards, saving the secondary input costs.

Energy saving
Good technology design and efficient air duct architecture, bring a
100W green product.



EMR3.0 Back-Board

Overview
High density multiplexing scrambling solution, secure backup protection, massive
processing capability, easy to operate and flexible Web-management.

Appearance

Main Performance Parameters：
IP processing
IP interface
quantity

 Maximum 4 GbE IP IO, 2+2 backup mode;

IP interface
type

 SFP, support the single mode, multi-mode and electrical interface;

IP
encapsulation

 TS over RTP/UDP, 1-7 TS packets can be encapsulated;

Capability
 Single Ethernet port supports 256 logical input/output ports at most; the

maximum band width of single port is as high as 200Mbps;
IP protocol  ARP, ICMP, IGMPv1/v2/v3 and etc.

FEC
 Support the forward error correction function and comply with the

standards SMPTE 2022-1 and SMPTE 2022-2;
VLAN  Support the senior functions of IEEE 802.Q VLAN Tagging;

TS processing
PSI/SI edit  Support the automatic/manual search for PSI/SI table under DVB



standard, PSIIP table under ATSC standard and ISDB;
Search PID  Support the search for all PIDs (including the non-appointed PID);
PSI/SI tables  Support the table preview and store function;

Monitoring
 Support the inquiry for bit rate, effective bit rate and single PID bit

rate inputted into the system;
Others  Adapt to 188/204;

Scrambling module

Overview
 Independent scrambling module, independent control, simple and

convenient web operation;
Capability  Maximum scrambling for all output ports;
Amount of
ECMs

 Maximum 1,500 ECMs;

Standards  EIS supports DVB and Open-CAS standards;
Simulcrypt  Each port supports the simulcrypt of six CASs;

Backup module
Program
backup

 Authorize the controllable and backup modes;

Port backup  Authorize the controllable and backup modes;
1+1/2+2 GbE
input backup

 Backup modes and arbitration conditions are available for setting;

Others
SNTP  Support clock synchronization SNTP function;
Warning  Complete warning management function;
LCD  LCD display page, keypad control and LED state indication;
Upgrade
mode

 On-line and remote upgrade and convenient maintenance;

Security  Support dual-power supply and hot-swap;

High integration

Signal receiving
 Maximum 24 IRDs for DVB-S/S2/T/T2 FTA streams;
 Maximum 20 IRDs for DVB-S/S2/T/T2 encrypted streams;
 T2MI de-multiplexing/encapsulation and appointed PLP_ID;

Encoding/
Decoding/
Transcoding

 Multi-encoding support: SD/HD MPEG-2/MPEG-4/H.264;
 Maximum 24 programs encoding/decoding;
 Maximum 144 programs transcoding;

Statistic
multiplexing

 Maximum 180 programs statistic multiplexing;



Modulation  Maximum 72 QAM outputs;
Adaption  Maximum 30 ASI inputs or outputs;
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